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Abstract: A new characterimt n is given fan &he H o+psces of E. Michael. Pt is known that 
if X and Y are ++paces, then ~nb space of maps from X’ to 1’; wi@ the compact-own top& 
ogy, is also an Ho-space. The characterizatioxa f Ho-spaces i u: 2d to show that there is a trqol- 
ogy, called the es-open Copology, coarser than the compact-open topology even in the speciial 
case of the real functions on the unit interval, in which the mapping space from an H~-space to
an Ho-space isagala n No-space. Other basic properties of the B-open topology are given. 
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All spaces in this paper are assumed to be T1, and maps are ccrr,tinuous 
furxt iolls. 
In 1966 E. Michael introdyced the notion of HO-space [?I, One of 
the most remarkable properties 2f these slpaces i that if X and Y are 
both HO-spaces, then C(X, Y), the space of maps from X to Y with the 
compact-open topoldgy, is also an +-,-space. In Theorem 1 we give a 
new characterization of k+~~aties, and in Theorem. 2 we use it to Show 
that there is a topoiogy for t&e mapping splace which is coarser than the 
compact-open topology, but in which the mapping space from an H,- 
space to an k+pace is again an HO*pace. 
1 Most of the results in this paper appeared in t? .e author’s doctoral disseriation at Texas 
Christian University,, prepared under the direction of the late Rofessor Hisahiro Tamano. His 
inspiration and guidance were invaluable. The author aIso wishes to thank Professor W!!. H+mti- 
ton, who completed the advisory duties, and Professor E./L. Michael, iiirho made some hdpful 
comments. 
ition. A collection 1;B of subsets of a space, X is a k-nsfwork for X 
if, whenever C c Cp with C compact and U open in X, C C P C U for 
someRE 9. . ,. 
L 
Definition. An Ha-space isa regular space with a co&&ble k-network. 
1x1 the following if 2 = (z,z 1 ,z 2,....) is a convergent sequence with 
limit point z, then 2, =(Zr, Zn, Zn+r, .J . 
We now make the following definition. 
Definiti<~:-~. A cohection 3, of subsets of a space _? is a es-mtwork for X 
if, wheneG?r 2 C U with 2 a convergent sequence and U open in X, then 
&, C PC Ufor somen and somePE’9. 
Michael has previously used the term p,reudoba+sc for k-network, and 
the author has used cs-pseudobase for what is now calted a cs-network. 
Theorem 1. For a topological space X the following are equivalent: 
( 1) X is an H ()-space; 
(2) X is a regular space with a countable cs-network, 
hoof. (1) + (2) is clear since an He-space isregular by definition, and 
eve:ry convergent sequence is a compact set. 
To see (2) + (1 ), let X have a countable cs-network 9 and let 92 be 
the collection of all finite unic.ns of elements of !P. Let CC U with C 
compc!zt and U open in X. Since the subspace C is a regular compact 
space in which points are C, sets, C is first countable. 
Let%!‘= (R~%F[RcU].DefineQ~=RfnCwhereRfE’ICI’.Set 
Q = {Qifi = 1,2,... ) . The set (IntcQilQf E Q > forms a base for.C, 
where XntcQi denotes the interior of Q, with respect to C. To see this, 
suppose not. Then there exists x E C and an open set V in C such that 
x f V, and x E IntcQi C V is false for every i. Now V is cpen in C? so 
there is a set u’, open in X, such that V = W n C. Set G = 3 0 W. 
Let {V,,) be a descending countable base in C at x, and let 
Vn = V n V, for every integer n. Let Q,, QZ, Q3, . . . be an enumeration 
of those elements of I? which are contained in V. 
y assumption there exists xn E V$\ Q, for every n, for otherwise 
xEV;,CQ*~V,andx~Int~Q,tV.SSincex, 
z= (X,X1J2, ..L ) is a sequence conv+3ging to Z c G, so that 
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there exists an integer k and a $ckl f such that Zk cc Pjfk. cz G. 
for every i, i = 1,2, . . . . k -- I there exists a PiriJ E 9 such that Sri E pici, C G. 
~__lP’~~j hasthe propert tZCK*C GC U, andif 
nZc (2”~ VsinceR* u l&t/anc!V=lVnC. 
ut Q* must appear in the fist of the elements of (2 which are in V, 
sayQ*=Q,.Thenx,EQ,, which is a contradiction to the choice of 
x, . Thus {IntcQi 1 Qi E Q j forma a base for c’ and has a finite sub- 
cover, say IntcQ1, IntCQ2,. . . . . IntC”QqP. Let R’J f: 9’ be chosen so that 
Qi=R;n Cfori= 1,2,...,q.ThenR#‘=U7_& isafiniteunionofele- 
ments cf 9, and C c I?# C U. Hence %? is il-countable k-network for X, 
and X i-6 an HO-space. 
2. The cs-open topology 
Let CJX, Y) denote the space of maps from X to Y with the topology 
whose subbasic open sets are of the form (2, u), where (Z, u) is the set 
of all maps f from X to Y such that $(Z) C U for a given convergent. se- 
quence 2 in X and. a given open set U in Y. We call this topology the 
cwpen lo@~gy. The follo*wing propositions are not meant to be a 
complete catalog of the properties of either the compact-open topology 
or the cs-open topology. They are meant only to indicate that while 
the es-open topology lies between the compact-open topology and the 
topology of pointwise convergence, it retains many of the well known 
advantages of the former. The proofs are straightforward. * 
Proposition 1. In both the compact-open and the cs-open topo2ogie:;, the 
mapping space is Hausdorff if and only if Yis Hausdorff, amd the map- 
ping space is regular if and only if Y is regular. 
Proposition 2. Both the compact-open and the es-open topology act: 
proper i 1 I . 
Proposition 3. Neither the compact-open or the cs-open topolog~~ is 
ble [ 11, but convergence in either topology znplies continuous 
convergence for sequences; that is, if { fn } converges to f in the topol- 
ogy of the mapping acs from X to Y, and ( xn) converges to x in .Y, 
then { f,(x,)) converges to f(;x) in Y. 
. A sequence (fn) of maps from X to a Im,e:iric space Y 
~~nv~r~~~ to f ~~f~~~~ on every eom~act subset if and only if (fn ) 
converges to fin the compact-open topology. 
~~~os~~on :K R sequence (fn ) of maps from X to a metJriE spzwe Y 
converges to ~u~fo~ly on every convergent sequen~~~~~and 0~1~ if
{ fn ) conve:rges tofin the cs-open topology. *‘> 
option 6. Let X be ;it Fr&het space [Z] and Y a metric space. Then 
the continuous convergence of sequences in e’ither the compact-open 
or the es-open topology is equivalent o uniform convergence on compact 
subsets. 
Proposition 7. Let {J’, } be a sequence of maps from X t9 a metric 
space Y which converges unifo~ly on every compact subset o a func- 
tion f. Then the restriction off to C is continuous for every compact 
C I(L: X, and if X is a &space, f is continuous. 
Propositim 8. Let (fn ) be a sequence of maps from X to a metric 
space Y which converges uniformly on every convergent sequence to a 
function f. Then the restriction off to 2 is continuous far every con- 
vergent sequence Z c X, and if X is a sequential space [Z! > f if; con- 
tinuous. 
3. Mappi- spaces of k+paces 
Michael [3] showed that while C(X, Y) is an !$spaCe whenever X
and Y are HO+ aces, the mapping space need not be an HO-space if it is 
equipped with Lhe topology of pointwise convergence. For the casts of 
the cs-open topology we have t!ie following theorem. 
Thear~m 2. If X and Y are both &spaces, then C,,(X, II’) iq an Ho- d I 
space. 
ProaX. Let 9 be a countable cs-network for X which is closed under 
finite intersections, and let 92 be 2 countable cs-network for Y. Clearly 
WWI = {(P.kil)lP~ 9, R E 92) &~countable. Hence [P/RI’, the 
set of all finite intersections of eleznents of [ 9, %?I, is also countable. 
We now show that f 3~) %] ’ is a c:s-network for C&(X, U). Let 
F= Cf,,,f,,f,, -0)be 4 sequence of maps convc;rging t4, & in. 
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C&Y, Y). Let S = CZ, U), where 2 converges tc zO? be a subbasic open 
set containing F. 
Let p(ze) = (P E -9 1 for some n, Z, f Y )- ) and let 
p(zO) = (p)i’Ie’ = R& 5, q E 9(zo)) . Define %?(ZO) := 
& E %f Ifo(zo) E R’C U> . Then 9&-J is countable. 
Them tkre exist integers N, i, and j such that,_I$ c (It’, $1 C (Q, 27). 
To see this, suppose not. Note that for every i and 1 we have z. f 4’ 
and I$ C U. Therefore, for every i and j, (P”, Rj) C (z,), U), We must 
have, then, for every N, i, and j, F, @ (p,‘JQ). That is, F’J4’) $ Ri, 
where &(P,’ ) = TV OD k+&(~~‘). This means ther,e is some 1’2 >N and 
+E Pi’ such that fn(Xij) $ RI. We now ex:tract aconver,gent subsequence 
of F using these results. 
Choose& such that fn, (PI’) $ R,.. Then there is some n2 > IQ such 
that j’&&‘) @ I?, . Sirnilar~ly choose f& such that n3 > ie2 and 
f$cP,*> Ct R, 9 and f& so that n4 > a; and f&(P4’) (f R;, . Note that the 
Pi are being considered in order> but the Rj are being considered so 
that their subscripts form the sequence 1,2,1,2,3,!,,2,3,4,1,2,3,4,5 ,... . 
That is, at any place in the sequence of Rj, WC proceed until we include 
the first Ri which had not beGn inciud.ed before, and th.en start over 
with R 1. 
Set fi’ = fnj, and choose xi E 4’ so that fi’(x& is not an element of the 
RI which corresponds to f& and Pi. Now {fi’) is a I. ubsequence of ?‘i: 
and hence it must converge to foe Any ‘open set I/ which r;ontains z. 
must COXltaiI2 some Pk’, and hence Xi E v for ah E‘ 2 k. ThlIS (Xi) COn- 
verges to ,io_ Therefore by Proposition 3 ( fi’(x,) > converges to fo(:!o). 
Then all but finitely man:’ elements of (fi’(x$ ) lie in L’, and there 
is some N and R, E %!(zo) such that f,'(X'!) E Rk for all i E;t N. But by 
the construction of the sequences (ft;:‘j and (.-j , there is some 
m > N such that fm'(x,) 4 F,,This contradiction arose from the as- 
sumption that FN C (Pi’, Ri) c (zo, U) NBS false for every N, i, and j. 
Thus there exists some No, i,, and j. V.Kh !hrrt F$, c (P,,b, Rj )c (20, tY+. 
But &’ contains 2, for some integer r, sn (.P&, .
sider ea& z,, t = 1,2 
JR ) c (Z,, 8). Con- iO
, ,,., r - 1 to rbe a fior ‘0; h gent !ilequence. Set 
$(z,)= (PE 912, E P) and O’(z,)= ~i”\~[P/=~‘?$,$$ E ‘9(t,)] L 
Define %?(z& = (R E %? ~~o(zzr) E R C 1.;‘) . The collection P’(2,) is 
countable and proceeding as above, we find A$, ,i,, and it st~ch that 
FNt C (Pi;, RI*) C (Zr, u). Take M = maxa d;; t 15 p_l Ii*\” > . 
ThenF,‘Cn;=‘,(P,;,Rit)c: (ZJ). 
Now suppose F is a sequence of functions converging to f and W is 
an open set in C,,(X, Y) su6h that F c W. Then there is some basic open 
1lC LA: Gtrtir&, Admw~u~n of ~o-spsceo 
se*, B quc& thatfe B C !V. There exists some integer n suchi that I$ C B. 
Furthermore 49 is a frni$e intersection of elements of the subbase, say 
B := f’$, Sj. Now fo=: every Si, 1 < i < k, we have F, c Sf, and there- 
folre, as we have just shown, there exists an element Ti.g”‘[ Ijp3 9Z 3’ such 
that Fn C Ti C Si. Let IV= maxI< i<lc {nj} . Then F’&?$J$? Ti C Si ~OJ; 
t<KkLetT3nk i-f T’. Then 
[ 9,92 ] ’ forms a countable cs-netw 
C,,(X, “v) is regular and by Theme 
The following example shows &at for Ho-spaces X and Y, C(X, Y) 
and C&(X, Y) need not have the same topology, even in the special case 
that X is the unit interval and Y is thr; real line. 
E~rpzple 1. Let / be the unit interval and R the zeal line. Define g :I+ R 
by g(x) = P for every x E I, and let V C R be an open set asuch that 
1 E V and 0 $ V. Then (1, V) is an open set in C(I# I?) which contains g. 
Now suppose (I” V) is open in C,,(I,R). Then there exists a natural 
number k and convergent sequence; 8, 1 < i < k, in X and open sets 
ui, 1 < i< k,such thatgE n fz1 (Zi, Vi) c (I, V). Now 1 E U’ for 
o 1 < i < k and W = lJ~.$F is a countable closed subset of’1 Thus there 
is an x0 E I*\ W and I\ W is an open ne@hborhood of x0. ‘Now I is com- 
pletely regular, so there exists a function f : I-, R such that f(+) = 0 * 
and f(W) = 1. ThusfE f?f=, (8, Vi) but f$ (1, V) This is a contradic- 
tion. Henct: (I, V) is open in C(1, R) but not open in C&R). 
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